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RETRACTION OF CHAOTIC MANIFOLDS
AND FRACTAL
M. EL-GHOUL - A. M. SOLIMAN
In this article we will describe some types of retractions of chaoticmanifold. We also will introduce a de�nition for the fractional dimensionof the chaotic manifold. Some theorems related to them will be obtained.Some applications will also be mentioned in this paper.
Introduction.
Modern discussions of chaos are almost always based on the work of Ed-ward N. Lorenz. In his book The Essence of Chaos, he expands considerableeffort in explaining deterministic chaos to the layman. He de�nes a determinis-tic sequence as one in which only one thing can happen next. He then de�nesrandomness as being identical to the absence of determinism. Deterministicchaos is then something that looks random, but is really deterministic.Lorenz devised a simpli�ed mathematical model to describe this convec-tion. His model involved a system of equations in three variables: x , y , and z. Inthe system, x was related to the speed of the convective motion, y was relatedto the temperature difference between the ascending and descending currents,and z was related to the vertical temperature pro�le. At any time t the corre-sponding point (x , y, z) described the phisical state of the system at that time.
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(Thus the triple (x , y, z) does not refer to a point in the water). What would hap-pen when heat was applied to the system? With the help of a computer, it waspossible to follow an initial state (x0, y0, z0) over a period or time. If a smallamount of heat was applied, then in time the motion of the water approacheda steady state, meaning that the iterates of (x0, y0, z0) approached an attracting�xed point. However, when enough heat was applied then as time progressed,the iterates of x0, y0, z0) became erratic, jumping around wildly in space. SeeFig. (1) [15].
Figure 1.
In [1] Locally Recurrent Neural Networks are used to learn the chaotictrajectory of the Lorenz system starting from the measurements of an observ-able. The folding of a manifold is introduced by Robortson [16], the folding ofa manifold into another manifold and or into itself are studied by El-kholy andM. El-Ghoul in [2], [3], [5], [12], [13], [14]. The retraction of a manifold isintroduced in [10]. More studies and applications are discussed in [4], [6], [7],[8], [9], [10], [11].
De�nitions. Let M be a non-empty (second-countable) Hausdorff topologicalspace such that:
(i) M is the union of open subsets Ua and each Ua is equipped with ahomeomorphism φa taking Ua to open set in Rn , i.e.;
φa : Ua → φa(Ua) ⊂ Rn
(ii) If Ua�Uβ �= φ , then the overlap map
φβφ
−1a : φa(Ua ∩Uβ )→ φβ (Ua ∩Uβ )
is a smooth map, see Fig. (2), where the map φaφ−1a from an open set inRn to Rn is smooth if all partial derivatives of all orders of each componentof the map exist everywhere, where the map is de�ned.







































Each pair (Ua, �a) is called a chart on M , and the collection A = {(Ua, �a)}of charts is called (smooth) atlas on M . The space M taken toghether with theatlas A will be called a smooth manifold of dimension n or smooth n-manifoldor C∞ n-manifold.
For C∞ - Riemannian manifolds M and N of dimensions m and n,respectively, a map f : M → N is said to be an isometric folding of Minto N if for each piecewise geodesic path γ : J → M , the induced path fo γ : J → N is also piecewise geodesic and has the same length as γ ; if fdoes not preserve lengths it is just a topological folding [16].
A subset A of a topological space is called a retract of X if there exist acontinuousmap r : X → A called a retraction such that r(a) = a for any a ∈ A.
A subset A of a topological space M is a deformation retract of M if thereexist a retraction R : M → A and a homotopy f : M × I → M such that
f (x , 0) = xf (x , 1) = R(x )
�
x ∈ M
f (a, t) = a, a∈ A, t ∈ [0, 1].
The main results.
We will discuss some types of retraction of chaotic manifolds.
1. Retraction in volume
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2. Retraction of densityConsider any chaotic manifolds M012...∞h , then, M1h,M2h, . . . ,M∞h areall have the same phisical characters d1h, d2h, . . . , d∞h or d1h, I2h , . . . , t∞h ,where d, I, . . . , t are not all of the same phisical character.
(a) If all chaotic manifolds are all of the same physical character i.e. d1h, d2h ,
. . . , d∞h , then, ri : dih − pih → dih , Pih ∈ Mih . See �g. (4).









































































































(b) If the chaotic manifolds are not all of the same physical character, then,there are an in�nite number of retractions for every character.
r1 : d1h → d1hr2 : I2h → I 2h
|
|
|r∞ : t∞h → t∞h , where d1h ≺ d1h, I 2h ≺ I2h , . . . , t∞h ≺ t∞h . SeeFig. (5).(3) Retraction in volume and density:ri : M012...∞h − P012...∞h → M012...∞h . See Fig. (6).
Theorem 1. Any retraction of the geometric manifold M0h induces retractionsof every pure chaotic manifold.
Proof. Let tg : M0h → M0h , then, there are induced retractions in volume:r1 : M1h → M1h ,r2 : M2h → M2h ,













































































































































































































































































r∞ : M∞h → M∞h .If rg : M0h → Pg , then,



















































































r∞ : M∞h → P∞h .is the minimum retraction of the manifold (i.e. minimum retraction of thegeometric manifold⇒ minimum retraction of the pure chaotic manifolds). Thechaotic retraction is homeomorphic to the geometric retraction of the chaoticmanifold but the chaotic manifold is not homeomorphic to its retraction. SeeFig. (7).
Lemma 1. The chaotic retraction of the manifold does not induce a geometricretraction.




M∞h − P∞h r1h−−→M∞h r2h−−→M −→ . . . r∞h−−→ M˜∞h , andM0h r1h−−→M0h r2h−−→M0h −→ . . . r∞h−−→M0h . See Fig. (8).i.e. all rih on M0h is the identity map.
Lemma 2. The end of the limit of foldings is equal to the end of retractions.
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Proof. Since the end of the limit of n-dimensional chaotic manifold is a 0-chaotic manifold (i.e. a point which carries ∞ physical character) and by The-orem 1 the result can be obtained. M012...∞h r1h−−→M1 r2−−→M2 . . . limn→∞ rn(Mn) =Mn−1 . If ri preserves the dimension there are induced equivalent sequenceof foldings M012...∞h f1−−→M1 f2−−→M2 . . . limn→∞ fn (Mn) = Mn−1 , where fi is afolding.





��M012...∞h − P fi �� Mi − Pi
Pi ◦ ri = Pi−1 ◦ fi and Pi ◦ limn→∞ rin = Pi−1 ◦ limn→∞ fin = Mn−1012...∞h ,limn→∞ fin (Mn−1) = Mn−2 . The end of the limit of folding will be a pointi.e. limn→∞ fn (M1) = P (0-manifold), which identical to the end of the limitofretractions.Now we will discuss the retraction of the density and fractal chaoticmanifolds and the effect of retraction on the fractal chaotic manifold.
De�nition. The fractal dimension of the chaotic manifold:Let M012...∞h be a chaotic manifold such that M0h is the geometric man-ifold and let any point P = (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) ∈ M0h . If ∀ Pi ∈ M0h, Pi =(x1, x2, . . . , εxn+1), there are chaotic points:P1 = (x1, x2, . . . , ε1xn+1),P2 = (y1, y2, . . . , ε2yn+1),
|
|
|Pn = (z1, z2, . . . , εnzn+1), ε1 << I, ε1 → 0,then, the dimension of M012...∞h = n + 1/p, p is positive integer p >I (i.e.Mn+i/p012...∞h ). Then, the dimension of M1h,M2h, . . .and M∞h is n+1/p, p >1. If any point on M0h is in the form P0h = (ε1x1, ε2x2, . . . , εn+1xn+1) and
εj << 1, where εj = max ε1, then M1/pOh , p > 1, and any point on M1h isP1h = (ε1hx1h, ε2hx2h, . . . , ε(n+1)hx(n+1)h), εjh << 1, where εjh = max εih (i.e.the dimension of the pure chaotic manifold is equal to the dimension of thegeometric manifold and is equal to 1/p).
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Fractal retraction of the chaotic manifold.
Let ri : (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn+1) → (x1, x2, . . . , ε1xi , . . . xn+1) is theretraction of the coordinate xi where ε1 << 1. :par There are many retractionri( jh) such that ri( jh) : (x j1 , x j2 , . . . , x jn+1) → (x j1 , x j2 , . . . , εi x ji , x jn+1) and thisretraction induces a fractal dimension Mn+1/pih ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞.
Fractal folding of the chaotic manifold.
We will de�ne a type of folding:f : (x1, x2)→ (x1, Ax2), A ≤ 1.
The fractal folding of a chaotic manifold
f0 : Mn+1/p0h → Mn+1/p0hf0(x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε1xn+1)→ (x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε1|xn+1|), |ε1| ≺ 1.f01 : Mn+1/p0h → Mn+1/p0hf01(x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε1xn+1)→ (x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε2xn+1) where ε2 < ε1,f02(x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε2xn+1)→ (x1, x2, . . . , xn, ε3xn+1) where ε3 < ε2,
|
|
|f0n (x1, x2, . . . , xn, εnxn+1) → (x1, x2, . . . , xn, εn+1xn+1) where εn+1 <
εn, εn+1 → 0.limn→∞ f0n (Mn+1/poh ) = Mn .
There are a corresponding induced sequences of foldings
f1h : Mn+1/p1h → Mn+1/p1hf2h : Mn+1/p2h → Mn+1/p2h
|
|
|f∞h : Mn+1/p∞h → Mn+1/p∞h ,f1h1, f1h2,−−− , f1hn ,f2h1, f2h2,−−− , f2hn ,
|
|
|fnh1 , fnh2,−−− , fnhmsuch thatlimn→∞ f1hn(Mn+1/p1h ) = Mn1h ,
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limn→∞ f2hn(Mn+1/p2h ) = Mn2h ,
|
|
|limn→∞ fmhn(Mn+1/pnh ) = Mnmh .
Theorem 4. The fractal retraction of the geometric chaotic manifold induces afractal dimensional of the pure chaotic manifold but the inverse is not true.
Proof. Since the fractal retraction of the geometric chaotic manifold is theretraction of the coordinate, then by theorem (1) it induces a retractions of everypure chaotic manifold and this retractions will be also in dimension but theinverse by lemma (1) is not true.
Applications.
(1) The random motion of the electron during the disturbance of the effect ofa strong �eld on the atom or during the distroy of the atoms the graph ofthe motion of the electron represents a chaotic manifold.(2) The unstable periodic motion, this instability means that no two chaoticmanifolds can be built that provides the same output. however, it has beenshown that if two identical stable manifolds are driven by the same chaoticsignal.
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